McAfee Active VirusScan Suite
Viruses Are Not Passive
The threat from viruses changes constantly. More than 300 new viruses are discovered each month. To
make matters worse, today’s most prevalent threats are worms and mass-mailing viruses that can
spread around the world in a matter of hours. Since the virus threat is actively shifting, shouldn’t your
defense strategy be active too?

The Best Defense is an Active Defense
To effectively combat the ever-changing virus threat, you should establish an active anti-virus policy.
Most companies today understand the need for virus protection. Many have established formal
policies defining what form that protection should take, and how it should be used. But very few take
the necessary next step to make their policies active. Making a policy active isn’t as simple as just
changing it occasionally.

First, Measure
Before you can know what changes should be made to a policy, you need to know which parts of it
are working and which are not. Is the virus protection software on all computers being updated
according to policy? Are the configuration settings dictated by the policy still applied? Is virus
protection even installed on all machines? To know, you need a tool like McAfee’s ePolicy Orchestrator.
The heart and soul of the McAfee Active VirusScan Suite, ePolicy Orchestrator can help anyone answer
all these questions—which will enable administrators to intelligently adjust their policies to the
changing virus threat.

Ensure Total Coverage
Once you know where the weak points in your defense are, you can take action to correct the
problems. Having world-class virus detection and cleaning software on all desktops and file servers on
the network is a good start. The McAfee Active VirusScan Suite offers industry-leading protection for
each of these two essential network tiers. Once all the desktops and file servers on the network are
fully protected, ePolicy Orchestrator’s policy enforcement features can ensure they stay that way.
ePolicy Orchestrator also enables administrators to make configuration changes to handle new virus
types or changes in virus prevalence trends.

Key Features
• Superior Detection and Cleaning
Because that’s what it all comes down to,
in the end.
• Policy Management
ePolicy Orchestrator enables
administrators define, implement, and
enforce a standard anti-virus policy.
• Enterprise-wide Reporting
ePolicy Orchestrator gives you
unprecedented visibility into the state of
virus protection on your network.
• Expertise
AVERT is standing by to help you recover
from virus emergencies 24x7, worldwide.
• Support
There’s a McAfee PrimeSupport offering
for everyone, from online forums to 24x7
named contact.

Active VirusScan Suite Includes:
VirusScan
• Runs on Windows 95, 98, Me, NT, 2000;
DOS, Linux; HP-UX; SCO; AIX; Solaris

VirusScan Thin Client
• Runs on Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000

NetShield
• Runs on Windows NT and 2000; Netware

ePolicy Orchestrator
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Automatic Updating
Both VirusScan and NetShield use McAfee’s
patented incremental updating technology,
AutoUpdate, to keep themselves up-to-the
minute on the latest viruses. Checking the
McAfee website or an FTP site defined by the
administrator on a configurable schedule,
AutoUpdate downloads only the changes to
the virus definitions database that have
occurred since its last update, preventing
unnecessary use of network bandwidth.
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Backed by AVERT
The McAfee Active VirusScan Suite is more
than just software. It’s a partnership with
McAfee. It’s the support of the McAfee
PrimeSupport organization, which can put
advice and help from a live person at your
fingertips 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
It’s the expertise of the McAfee Anti-Virus
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researchers stationed all around the world
combine their expertise and skill to
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contact your authorized McAfee
sales representative or visit us at:
3965 Freedom Circle
Santa Clara, CA 95054-1203
Tel (888) 847-8766
Fax (888) 203-9258
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